Coherences of Bacteriochlorophyll a Uncovered Using 3D-Electronic Spectroscopy
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ABSTRACT: Mapping the multidimensional energy landscape of photosynthetic systems is crucial for understanding their high efficiencies. Multidimensional coherent spectroscopy is well suited to this task but has difficulty distinguishing between vibrational and electronic degrees of freedom. In pigment–protein complexes, energy differences between vibrations within a single electronic manifold are similar to differences between electronic states, leading to ambiguous assignments of spectral features and diverging physical interpretations. An important control experiment is that of the pigment monomer, but previous attempts using multidimensional coherent spectroscopy lacked the sensitivity to capture the relevant spectroscopic signatures. Here we apply a variety of methods to rapidly acquire 3D electronic–vibrational spectra in seconds, leading to a mapping of the vibrational states of Bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla) in solution. Using this information, we can distinguish features of proteins containing BCHla from the monomer subunit and show that many of the previously reported contentious spectral signatures are vibrations of individual pigments.

The evolution of photosynthetic bacteria paralleled the development of the early Earth and forms the energetic basis of life. Whereas the earliest photosystems were composed mainly of reaction centers, pigment–protein complexes (PPCs) that both absorbed light and executed reactions, millions of years of evolutionary optimization led to the development of entire PPC arrays capable of producing chemical energy at near-unit efficiencies.1–3 Anaerobic photosynthetic bacteria, whose primary chromophore is Bacteriochlorophyll (BChl), has become a well-studied model system due to a relatively simple structure while retaining desirable photophysical properties. Located on the intracytoplasmic membrane of these bacteria, PPCs consist of pigments (BChl) noncovalently bound to structural units (apoproteins). The relative orientation of the BChl within the protein scaffolding modulates the energy states and coupling, in turn, dictating function.

Whereas the crystal structure of many of these PPCs has been resolved, the question of how structure affects energy-transfer dynamics remains open. Steady-state resonance Raman spectroscopies suggest that certain residues are coordinated to parts of the BChl macrocycle, but they fail to probe the femto/picosecond time-scale transfer process and time-dependent coupling between excitonic states.4 Femtosecond time-resolved spectroscopy gives information on dynamics and also has the capability of detecting oscillatory features, or coherences, which arise from two energy states maintaining a quantum-mechanical phase relationship with each other. Using compressed laser pulses broad enough to span multiple states, the energy difference of the states that compose the superposition can be observed. Early experiments performed using pump–probe methods with short pulses on PPCs found coherences at the energy difference between excited electronic states.5 The development of 2D electronic spectroscopy (2DES) allowed researchers to decongest complicated spectra over excitation and emission axes, resulting in an increased sensitivity for detecting coherences. This led to a flurry of studies on a variety of PPCs that reported coherences at the energy level difference between donor and acceptor states, suggesting the importance of these coherences in the energy-transfer process.6–12 2DES allows for simultaneously high spectral and temporal resolution, but it does not provide unambiguous assignment to the origin of the observed coherences to vibrational or electronic states. Typically, such discrimination is possible because electronic and vibrational motions exist on very different time scales and energies. However, in these PPCs, the energy level difference between excited electronic states is in the same energy regime as vibrations within a single electronic manifold. While this characteristic may lead to coupled vibrational-electronic (vibronic) states that mediate efficient transfer, it also leads to difficulties in understanding the nature of these states. Uncovering whether the coherences exist between vibrations on the same excitonic manifold or two different manifolds drastically changes the physical interpretation, but definitive assignment of the states involved has remained elusive.13

A key control experiment to understanding 2DES of coupled BChl systems is that of the BChl monomer, in which the vibrational and electronic coherences can be distinguished. This is achieved in our experiment because only one electronic state is within the bandwidth of the laser pulse, leading all coherences to
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development of 2D electronic spectroscopy (2DES) allowed researchers to decongest complicated spectra over excitation and emission axes, resulting in an increased sensitivity for detecting coherences. This led to a flurry of studies on a variety of PPCs that reported coherences at the energy level difference between donor and acceptor states, suggesting the importance of these coherences in the energy-transfer process.6–12 2DES allows for simultaneously high spectral and temporal resolution, but it does not provide unambiguous assignment to the origin of the observed coherences to vibrational or electronic states. Typically, such discrimination is possible because electronic and vibrational motions exist on very different time scales and energies. However, in these PPCs, the energy level difference between excited electronic states is in the same energy regime as vibrations within a single electronic manifold. While this characteristic may lead to coupled vibrational-electronic (vibronic) states that mediate efficient transfer, it also leads to difficulties in understanding the nature of these states. Uncovering whether the coherences exist between vibrations on the same excitonic manifold or two different manifolds drastically changes the physical interpretation, but definitive assignment of the states involved has remained elusive.13

A key control experiment to understanding 2DES of coupled BChl systems is that of the BChl monomer, in which the vibrational and electronic coherences can be distinguished. This is achieved in our experiment because only one electronic state is within the bandwidth of the laser pulse, leading all coherences to
be vibrational in nature. Figure 1 shows the absorption spectrum of BChlα as well as the pulse spectrum used in our experiment. Some variants of nonlinear spectroscopy have reported Raman active modes of BChlα, but previous attempts at this control experiment have yielded no positive results; that is, no coherences were observed that coincided with those in the multichromophoric system. Because resonance Raman experiments show a litany of low-frequency vibrations in BChlα and 2DES of PPCs shows strong coherences, the null results from BChlα have been used to justify nonvibrational origins of PPC coherences. We find that the main reason for the discrepancies between 2DES experiments on BChlα and on PPCs composed of them is the combination of multiple field—matter interactions that nonlinearly scale the transition moments, combined with poor dynamic range in the acquisition of weak signals. To address this issue, we overcome the typical 1/f noise (i.e., pink noise) distribution of most laboratory setting by acquiring the entire 128 × 916 × 2560, 32-bit data set in <2 s. This setup is sensitive enough to capture the nonresonant response of the solvent, which is used to characterize the instrument. Using the solvent scan, the phase of our resonant scan can be recovered, and any frequencies of the solvent/instrument can be removed using a global analysis procedure, similar to one previously described by Collini et al. Shown diagrammatically in Figure 2 (top), the goal is to transform the original data, \( Y \), into a matrix multiplication of two matrices, \( G \) and \( T \). Briefly, a \( m \) by \( N \) basis set, \( T \), is created, where \( m \) represents the number of bases and \( N \) is the number of time points in the population time (the second time delay). The amplitudes of each of the basis sets, \( G \), can be retrieved by taking the inverse of \( T \) and multiplying it by \( Y \), or \( G = YT^{-1} \). Using nonlinear regression to minimize \( f(T) = (Y - GT) \) returns the basis set that best describes the data. This procedure decomposes the spectrum, as a particular basis (a \( 1 \times N \) vector) multiplied by its corresponding amplitude will create a 3D spectrum with only that component. Figure 2 (bottom) shows a few examples of bases (right) and their respective amplitudes (left). The beating frequencies that were found in the nonresonant scan are added to the basis set and fixed (not regressed). An example of a noise peak can be seen at the bottom of Figure 2, with characteristic features such as a negative decay time constant as well as having an amplitude that matches the intensity of the integrated 2DES along \( T \). All of the bases that were found in the nonresonant scan are multiplied by their corresponding amplitude to create a noise-only spectrum. This is then subtracted from our data to remove the contributions to the signal from those components. A detailed description of our experimental methods can be found in the Supporting Information (SI).

The real rephasing portion of the spectra is displayed in Figure 3 at \( T = 43 \) fs. The positive signal that lies on diagonal is a combination of excited-state emission (ESE) and ground-state bleach (GSB). An example point is chosen to view the time transient with the exponential decay terms removed and a Fourier transform performed to view the coherence frequencies. The coherences from every point in the 2D spectrum are then summed and are displayed in Figure 4 with previously reported transient grating (TG) frequencies by Scherer et al. shown as white lines. It is worthwhile to note that projecting the 3D spectrum into 1D averages over weaker features, as seen in a...
comparison of the beating spectrum in Figures 3 and 4. Our phased spectrum has the added benefit of distinguishing positive and negative frequencies, which informs us whether the coherences are on the ground or excited state. Because of the choice of phase-matching conditions \((k_{1} = -k_{3} + k_{2})\), the two rephasing pathways, ESE and GSB, differ in what happens in the second light–matter interaction.\(^{20}\) The two pathways have been diagrammatically represented in the SI. ESE allows for both positive and negative frequencies, whereas GSB only allows for negative frequencies unless the system is initially in an excited vibrational state, which has significant population only for energies under \(\sim kT = 207\, \text{cm}^{-1}\) in our room-temperature experiment. Whereas the GSB and ESE features are probably overlapping, meaning coherences probably also exist on the

ground state, we can assign coherences to the excited state because of the roughly equal intensity positive and negative coherences.

Comparing BChlα coherences to coherences observed in PPCs that contain BChlα, we find many similarities. A few examples are in Table 1. It can be seen that many previously reported coherences in PPCs are Franck–Condon active modes of the pigment monomer, making the long lifetimes of coherences less remarkable than if spatially separated electronic states could maintain correlation. Indeed, a recent study showed that Fenna–Matthews–Olson (FMO) coherence frequencies and lifetimes are insensitive to the electronic energies.\(^{21}\) With definitive assignment of the origin of coherences, the identified vibrational states provide a basis for more in-depth interpretation of PPC 2DES. It can be seen that transitions in PPCs are not coupled to all of the BChlα vibrations available. Arranging the pigments in different geometric orientations, the PPC can select for useful vibrations given the purpose of the specific transition. For example, it has been shown experimentally that vibrational–exciton resonance enhances energy-transfer rates.\(^{22}\) Even within this framework, it has been unclear up until now whether useful vibrations in PPCs originate from collective motions or from individual pigments. In LH2, the mode that is implicated in mode-assisted transport is at 735 cm\(^{-1}\). Using this study to assign the origin of the coherence and previous work in normal-mode analysis of Raman studies, we can assign the mode that participates in the B800–B850 transfer step to symmetric in-plane bend of NC\(_{a}\).\(^{23}\) Whereas most of the coherences can be attributed to pigment vibrations, some are still uncertain. In particular, FMO has two low-frequency modes around 160 and 200 cm\(^{-1}\), only one of which definitively corresponds to coherences found in BChlα.\(^{21}\) The 200 cm\(^{-1}\) mode has been reported as Mg-sensitive and has been assigned to be an out-of-plane MgN deformation.\(^{23,24}\) The 160 cm\(^{-1}\) mode, which is also a strong coherence in LH2 and B820, is not observed with high intensity in our experiment or in previous TG experiments.\(^{15,19}\)

However, previous shifted excitation Raman difference spectra show a 177 cm\(^{-1}\) mode with larger intensity than both the 212 cm\(^{-1}\) mode and the 730 cm\(^{-1}\) mode.\(^{16}\) The mode has also been characterized in the excited state using nonphotochemical hole burning and is observed at 166 cm\(^{-1}\).\(^{25}\) The low relative intensity in this particular experiment is puzzling, especially knowing the mode’s strength in PPC 2DES and monomer Raman experiments.

Although not all coherences can be attributed to pigment vibrations, most of the previously reported coherences at the electronic energy level differences can be. Much attention has been placed on the electronic states of PPCs, but the vibrational landscape is equally important. Strongly coupled vibrations can broaden electronic transitions, allowing for better spectral overlap, as well as funnel energy to the vibrational ground state through internal relaxation. While the exact role of vibrations in PPCs is still up for debate, the ability to assign spectral signatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pigment–protein complex</th>
<th>reported coherence (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>BChlα coherence (cm(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fenna–Matthews–Olson complex(^{23})</td>
<td>160, 200</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light-Harvesting Complex 2(^{12})</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B820 subunit of Light-Harvesting Complex 1(^{12})</td>
<td>345, 416, 546, and 735</td>
<td>349, 413, 539, and 737</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparing PPC and BChlα Coherence Frequencies
of coherences in PPCs to vibrations of the monomer subunit is an important step.

Whereas this study can assign many of the long-lived coherences to vibrations, coherences that decay with a lifetime of ~100 fs are not found in the BChl spectra. In fact, if coherence frequencies and lifetimes are fit for \( T > 250 \text{ fs} \) and projected back to \( T = 0 \), then only population dynamics remain. Contrarily, in LH2, mutant studies with the B800 band removed found a fast dephasing coherence assigned to the B850 and B850+; and simulations back up the idea of a rapidly dephasing B800 and B850 excitonic coherence on that time scale.\(^6,27\) In FMO, similar <100 fs dephasing is seen, also assigned to excitonic coherences.\(^28\) Thus, with definitive assignment of long-lived coherences as vibrations and lack of fast dephasing coherences in the monomer, these previously reported ~100 fs dephasing coherences are most likely excitonic in nature, matching expected dephasing rates. Using the same global analysis technique used to remove the solvent response from our data, long-lived coherences can be removed to better reveal the excitonic lifetimes and frequencies. Knowing the long-lived coherences are vibrations and rapidly dephasing coherences are excitonic helps align the interpretation of 2DES with physical models.

Improvements in 2DES experimental data collection and analysis have enabled us to extract the vibrational coherence energies of BChla. This has demonstrated that many of the previously reported coherences that were attributed to long-lived coherences between excited electronic states are most likely vibrations in individual pigments. However, 2DES of BChl does not display fast dephasing lifetimes, demonstrating that previously reported coherences that dephase at ~100 fs lifetime are most likely excitonic in nature. It is still unknown why the vibrational coherence energies match up with many of the excitonic energy gaps reported in ultrafast energy transfer in PPCs. With the ability to provide vibrations at a variety of energies and easily tune the electronic structure through spatial manipulation, it can be seen why BChla is used as a pigment in a variety of PPCs. Whether PPCs developed their electronic states to have energy gaps the same as the vibrations available from the BChl, the PPCs and BChl structures coevolved with each other, or the energies matching up is coincidental remains an open question.
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